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Where we’re going:

• Background
• Why do we care?
• Why do you care?

• About our survey
• Some descriptive stats: 

• Who goes to Maine’s north woods?
• What do they do there?
• What do they think of logging?

• An analysis
• What personal characteristics are associated with logging preferences?
• What recreational preferences are associated with logging preferences?

• What do we do with this?
• Future work



Maine’s Forest Products Industry: A long history



Maine’s Forest Products Industry: A long history
1960s/70s: 30,000 jobs



Maine’s Forest Products Industry: Struggling
1960s/70s: 30,000 jobs

2015: 10,000 jobs



May 2016



August 2016



January 2017



In this setting, we need information:

1) How can rural areas gain 
economically from outdoor 
recreation? 

2) Is there really a conflict between 
outdoor recreation and the forest 
products industry, and can it be 
mitigated?



Relevance to Western Forest Economists

• Land use

• ME: 90% private land

• 90% forested

• “Open land tradition”

• Problems

• Communities tied to both 
forest products & recreation



Research Questions

• Who is going to Maine’s north 
woods?

• What do they do there?

• What do they think about the 
forest products industry?



Survey

N = 340 (34% response rate)

1.Who recreates here?
2.What do they think of logging?







Logistic regression:

(1) demographic 
characteristics associated 
with visiting the north 
woods

Chance of visiting

Male (+)
(odds increase 350%)

Age (-)

Education (-)



Logistic regressions:

(2)  recreational activities are 
associated with visiting

Chance of visiting

Paddle Flatwater (+)

Photograph Nature (+)

Bike (-)

Picnic (-)

Attend fairs (-)

Shop (-)

Golf (-)







Demographics                   Logging preferences 



Predicted Desirability Score for 
Seeing or Hearing Logging Evidence

Does 
activity

Doesn’t do 
activity

Fair-going 1.1 1.4

Hiking 1.1 1.3

Biking 1.8 1.2



Action: Economic 
Growth
• Cater to visitors or advertise 

to non-visitors

Action: Mitigate 
forestry/logging 
conflict
• Choose locations logging 

strategically

• Choose locations for 
activities strategically

• Education?



Future work

• Does familiarity with the forest 
products industry lead to increased 
acceptance?

• Intercept survey in north woods:
• Educational intervention

• Visitor preferences and characteristics 
(update)

• Economic impact and valuation 
information



Thank you!

• Advisors: Keith Evans, Caroline Noblet

• MAFES



Total Jobs: Forestry & Forest products



Jobs: Forestry, 
Wood, Paper




